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Section 1: Introduction 
 
The project “A Study of Damage Initiation and Growth in Composite Bolted Joints” is funded 
under the Basic Research Grants Scheme 2002, jointly administered by Enterprise Ireland and 
the Irish Research Council for Science, Engineering and Technology. It runs from October 
2002 to March 2006.  
 
The goal of the project is to develop computational models for prediction of the initiation and 
growth of damage in composite bolted joints. Two approaches are being investigated. The 
first is based on a stiffness reduction scheme. The second is based on continuum damage 
mechanics. In Workpackage 1 (see deliverables D1.2 [1] and D1.3 [2]) a computational model 
for the prediction of the initiation and growth of damage in composite bolted joints based on 
the stiffness reduction scheme was developed and presented. The present report describes 
work performed in Workpackage 2 on developing a continuum damage mechanics model.  
 
This report is organised as follows. The theoretical foundation of the model is presented in 
Section 2. Section 3 deals with some key issues of the implementation. Validation is 
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Section 2: Theoretical Foundation 
 
In deliverable D1.1, a review of composites failure and damage models was presented and a 
number of different continuum damage mechanics (CDM) models due to e.g. Lee, Allen and 
Harris [3], Ladeveze and LeDantec [4], and Kumar and Talreja [5] were described. The 
models are generally quite similar in nature and it was decided to focus on the Ladeveze 
model due to the extensive series of calibration experiments described in [4] for this model. 
Experiments to calibrate the model were carried out for two material systems (Hexcel 
Materials Ltd. 6376C-HTA(12K)-5.5-29.5% carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) and Cytec 
Engineered Materials Ltd. FM94-27%-S2-187-460 glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP)) and 
reported on in D3.2 [6]. In this section the theoretical background of the model is presented. 
 
In the elastic-damage model of [4] a single composite ply is modelled as a homogeneous 
orthotropic elastic damaging material whose properties are degraded on loading due to 
progressive damage processes prior to ultimate failure. The model includes two scalar damage 
variables: 2d  which quantifies the damage arising from matrix microcracking, and 12d  which 
relates to fibre/matrix debonding, both of which take on values 10  id .  
 
A plane-stress formulation is adopted and the in-plane stress and elastic strain components 
are:  
 T),,( 122211 σ  
Teeee ),,( 122211 ε  (2.1) 
 













































S  (2.2) 
 
where subscripts 1 and 2 denote the fibre and transverse directions, respectively, 1E , 2E , 12G , 
and 12  are the elastic properties of the ply, and 2d  and 12d  are the scalar damage variables 
describing the loss of rigidity under transverse and shear tension loading, respectively.  
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   (2.3) 
with  
 
aa    if a  0; otherwise 0 a   
aa    if a  0; otherwise 0 a   
 
Note that the transverse tension energy and compression energy are split since in 
compression, microcracks close, so no damage is associated with this loading condition. The 











































  (2.7) 
 
In the general damage mechanics formulation of [4] “associated forces” 12Y  and 2Y  are 
introduced, which govern damage development. These quantities are analogous to energy 
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The damage parameters are then assumed to be functions of these associated force functions, 
i.e.: 
 ),( 12222 YYfd  ,       ),( 122212 YYfd   (2.10) 
 
The complexity of the failure mechanisms and possible interactions between failure modes 
depends on the forms assumed for these damage evolution functions ( 2f , 12f ). In the current 
implementation, simple forms are assumed based on physical observations and specimen test 
data. 
 
In [4] the elastic damage evolution functions are based on the maximum value of the damage 
forces reached during the previous loading history. Therefore damage during unloading is 
held constant until positive loading is applied which causes further damage accumulation. 
This ensures that the material is “non-healing”. Test data on unidirectional composites 
indicates that once damage begins a linear relationship between the damage parameters and 
the square root of the conjugate forces is a good approximation. Therefore two additional 
quantities )(tY  and )(2 tY  are introduced: 
 
  )()(max)( 212  bYYtY t    (2.11a) 
 ))((max)( 22  YtY t  (2.11b) 
 
where the parameter b is introduced to allow for transverse tension/shear coupling. The 
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where the required input parameters are: 
120Y  = threshold for initial shear damage ( Pa ) 
cY12  = slope of the assumed linear Y  vs. 12d  relationship ( Pa ) 
20Y  = threshold for initial transverse damage ( Pa ) 
cY2  = slope of the assumed linear Y  vs. 2d  relationship ( Pa ) 
SY  = cutoff value for brittle failure in transverse tension ( Pa ) 
RY  = cutoff value for brittle failure in shear ( Pa ) 
maxd  = maximum allowed value of 2d  and 12d  ( 1max d ) 
 
Thus while the coupled energy function )(tY  is below the threshold values 120Y  and 20Y , the 
ply is linear elastic. Above 120Y , 12d  is linear in Y  until one of the cut-off limits is reached. 
Similarly, 
2d  is linear in Y  above 20Y  until one of the limits is reached. 
 
The original formulation in [4] did not include fibre damage as a failure mechanism. In the 
current implementation fibre damage has been included. Under tensile loading a fibre damage 
parameter fd  has been defined based on tensile fibre direction strains f  with the simple 






























































The implemented law implies that the fibre damage is zero while fi 11 , where 
f
i  
corresponds to the longitudinal fibre tensile damage threshold strain. Then the fibre damage 
grows linearly between fu
f
i   11  where 
f
u  is the ultimate longitudinal fibre strain. 
Beyond this strain value, the damage grows asymptotically towards 1fd .  
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Section 3: Implementation 
 
While the equations in Section 2 are relatively straightforward, the implementation into a 
finite element analysis code is a more complex matter, for which there is little published 
information available. The code used in this project is the commercial non-linear finite 
element analysis code ABAQUS, and the material model described in the previous section has 
been implemented as a user-defined material, using ABAQUS’s UMAT user-defined 
subroutine capability. 
 
The key difficulty in the implementation is the necessity for calculating the material Jacobian 
matrix, εσ J , where  and  are the stress and strain increment tensors 
respectively. This requires calculation of the strain rates in terms of the stress rates and, as can 





 . From equation (2.12) it is seen that both of these quantities are non-linear (piecewise 
continuous) functions of Y , resulting in a total of nine different cases for which J must be 
calculated, see Table 3.1. To avoid unnecessary repetition, only three representative cases 
(Cases 1, 5 and 8) are presented in the following sections. 
 
Table 3.1 Different Cases for which the Jacobian J must be calculated 
Case 
12d  2d  
1 0 0 
2 0 Linear function of Y  
3 0 
maxd  
4 Linear function of Y  0 
5 Linear function of Y  Linear function of Y  
6 Linear function of Y  maxd  
7 
maxd  0 
8 
maxd  Linear function of Y  
9 
maxd  maxd  
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3.1: Case 1: 120YY   and 20YY   
 
This is the linear elastic case before damage occurs, and Y  is below both cut-offs for damage 
initiation, 120Y  and 20Y . From equation (2.11a): 
 
 212 bYYY   (3.1.1) 
 
From (2.12), if 120YY   and 20YY  : 
 
 02 d ,      012 d  (3.1.2) 
from which: 
 02 d
 ,       012 d  (3.1.3) 
 
































    ,      012 Y  (3.1.5) 
 
 



















 , but this is incorrect, since if constant12 d  and 
constant2 d  are inserted into equation (2.3), it s seen that the strain energy density has no 
















Y D . The associated 
forces 12Y  and 2Y  are the forces “driving” damage development (like energy release rates in 
crack propagation) so it makes sense that if the damage is presently constant, then these 
driving forces should be zero.) 
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  (3.1.6) 
Therefore: 
 




























  (3.1.7) 
 
Inserting for 














  (3.1.8) 
or in generic terms : 
 












  (3.1.10) 
Thus: 
 

























  (3.1.11) 
 
Inserting for 12d








  (3.1.12) 
or: 
 











   (3.1.14) 
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   (3.1.15) 
or:  
 12132212111111   AAA   (3.1.16) 
 








































































































A   (3.1.20) 
 
 023 A  (3.1.21) 
 
 031 A  (3.1.22) 
 








A   (3.1.24) 
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J  (3.1.27) 
 
Note J is symmetric only if 2112 AA    (true) and 3223 AA   (true). Therefore the Jacobian is 
symmetric in this case.  
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3.2: Case 5: SYtYdddd  )(    ,   , 2max2max12  and RYtY )(  
 
This is the most general case where both transverse and shear damage have occurred but neither have reached their maximum value. From equation 
(2.11a): 
 212 bYYY   (3.2.1) 
 
 



















  (3.2.2) 
 

















  (3.2.3) 
























  (3.2.4) 
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Differentiating (3.2.5) leads to: 
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Inserting (3.2.6) into (3.2.4) leads to: 
 
 
           


















































































  (3.2.7) 
and: 
 
           


















































































  (3.2.8) 
 
Now re-arrange (3.2.7): 
 
 














































































          
















































































  (3.2.10) 
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Similarly, re-arrange (3.2.8): 
 
         















































































  (3.2.11) 
 
Insert (3.2.11) in (3.2.10): 
 
     
         
       
   






































































































































































  (3.2.12) 
 
Insert (3.2.10) in (3.2.11): 
 
 
         
         
       



































































































































































  (3.2.13) 
 
Now re-arrange (3.2.12) to get 2d
  on left; and re-arrange (3.2.13) to get 12d  on left: 
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     
       
       
   
           
   


















































































































































































































  (3.2.14) 
 
 
         
       
       
           
   




















































































































































































































  (3.2.15) 
 














  (3.2.16) 
 
Differentiating leads to: 
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  from (3.2.14): 
 
   
     
       
       
   
           
   












































































































































































































































































Separate terms in (3.2.18): 
   
   
   
       
   
           
   
       
 
     
   
       
           
   
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or: 
 












  (3.2.21) 
 
Differentiating leads to: 
 





























  from (3.2.15): 
 
 
   
         
       
       
           
   


































































































































































































































































Separate terms in (3.2.23): 
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 
     
   
       
           
   
       
   
       
   
       
           
   
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 12132212111111   AAA   (3.2.28) 
 







































































































   (3.2.31) 
  
   
   
   
       
   
           
   
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 
     
   
       
           
   
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       
           
   
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   
       
           
   
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For implementation into code, 
22A , 23A , 32A  and 33A  were re-arranged and constants A_d_2, etc. were introduced, resulting in:  
 
   
                   
                           












































































































































































































































                   
                           





































































































































































































































                   
                           
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J  (3.2.43) 
 
which is symmetric only if 2112 AA   (true) and 3223 AA   (false!). Therefore the Jacobian is NOT symmetric in this most general case.
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3.3: Case 8: SYtYdddd  )(    ,   , 2max2max12  and RYtY )(  
 
In this case, 12d  has reached its maximum value, while 2d  is still in its linear region. From 
equation (2.11a): 
 
 212 bYYY   (3.3.1) 
 










 ,  max12 dd   (3.3.2) 
 









 ,      max12 dd   (3.3.3) 
 












 ,       012 d  (3.3.4) 
 
Then taking the partial derivatives of 
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  (3.3.6) 
 
Inserting (3.3.6) into (3.3.4): 
 














































  (3.3.7) 
Now re-arrange (3.3.7): 
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  (3.3.9) 
 













  (3.3.10) 
 
Differentiating leads to: 
 
 
































  from (3.3.9): 
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  (3.3.12) 
 
Separate terms in (3.3.12): 
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  (3.3.15) 
Differentiating leads to: 
 

























  (3.3.16) 
 
Insert for 12d
  from (3.3.4) and 12d  from (3.3.3): 
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  (3.3.17) 
or: 
 
























   (3.3.20) 
or:  
 
 12132212111111   AAA   (3.3.21) 
 







































































































,   (3.3.24) 
 
 
   
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(where A_d_2 and B_d_2 have been introduced for the code implementation). 
 
 023 A  (3.3.26) 
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 031 A  (3.3.27) 
 



























































































  (3.3.30) 
 











































































  (3.3.31) 






























  (3.3.32) 
 
which is symmetric only if 2112 AA   (true) and 3223 AA   (true). Therefore the Jacobian is 
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Section 4: Validation 
 
The material model described in Sections 2 and 3 has been implemented into an ABAQUS 
user-defined material (UMAT) subroutine. The subroutine is given in Appendix A. The only 
commercial code in which this model has been implemented to date is the explicit finite 
element code PAM-CRASH [7]. In general, explicit codes are best suited for modelling short 
duration dynamic events and are not so suitable for modelling long duration quasi-static tests 
like the experimental tests performed in this project; thus the necessity for implementing it 
into UMAT so that the implicit version of ABAQUS could be used.  
 
In this section the implemented model is validated against the PAM-CRASH code through 
tests on single-element models.  
 
The following three material behaviours are investigated: 
 
(a) stress strain behaviour of the material in the fibre direction 
(b) stress strain behaviour of the material in-plane perpendicular to the fibres  
(c) shear behaviour 
 
This is done through single element tests with the fibre direction placed: 
(a) In the direction of loading ( 0  tests) 
(b) Perpendicular to the direction of loading ( 90  tests) 
(c) At 45  to the direction of loading ( 45  tests) 
 
Representative material properties for a glass/epoxy material were taken from [8] and single 
element tests performed using the developed UMAT routine and the explicit commercial code 
PAM-CRASH. Boundary conditions and dimensions of the single element are given in figure 
4.1. Results are presented in Figures 4.2 through 4.4. 
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Figure 4.2: Stress (loading direction) vs strain (loading direction), single element, 0 test 
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Figure 4.4 Shear stress vs shear strain, single element, 45 test 
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The results from the developed UMAT routine are seen to match the results from the explicit 
commercial code very well, except for slight discrepancies in the failure strain in the 
transverse and shear curves. The exact reasons for these minor discrepancies cannot be 
determined since the authors do not have access to the source code for the explicit commercial 
code; however they can be attributed to minor differences in the implementation at failure. 
Note that the developed material model is capable of modelling both non-linear shear and 
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Section 5: Conclusions 
 
A continuum damage mechanics model has been implemented as a user-defined material 
(UMAT) for the implicit commercial finite element code ABAQUS. Key implementation 
issues such as the calculation of the Jacobian matrix have been discussed, and the 
implementation has been validated against an explicit commercial finite element code. The 
implemented model is capable of modelling both non-linear shear and transverse behaviour 
which has been found in the present project to occur in materials such as S2-glass/epoxy. 
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Appendix A Source code for UMAT Subroutine 
 
 
      SUBROUTINE UMAT(STRESS,STATEV,DDSDDE,SSE,SPD,SCD, 
     1 RPL,DDSDDT,DRPLDE,DRPLDT,STRAN,DSTRAN, 
     2 TIME,DTIME,TEMP,DTEMP,PREDEF,DPRED,MATERL,NDI,NSHR,NTENS, 
     3 NSTATV,PROPS,NPROPS,COORDS,DROT,PNEWDT,CELENT, 
     4 DFGRD0,DFGRD1,NOEL,NPT,KSLAY,KSPT,KSTEP,KINC) 
C 
      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
C 
      CHARACTER*80 MATERL 
      DIMENSION STRESS(NTENS),STATEV(NSTATV), 
     1 DDSDDE(NTENS,NTENS),DDSDDT(NTENS),DRPLDE(NTENS), 
     2 STRAN(NTENS),DSTRAN(NTENS),TIME(2),PREDEF(1),DPRED(1), 
     3 PROPS(NPROPS),COORDS(3),DROT(3,3), 
     4 DFGRD0(3,3),DFGRD1(3,3) 
C 
      DIMENSION EELAS(6),EPLAS(6),FLOW(6) 
      DIMENSION Q(3,3),QO(3,3) 
      PARAMETER (ONE=1.0D0,TWO=2.0D0,THREE=3.0D0,SIX=6.0D0) 








C     ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
C     GET 1 MATERIAL CONSTANT FROM THE INPUT FILE 
 
      E_11=PROPS(1) 
 
C     ALL OTHER MATERIAL CONSTANTS ARE DEFINED IN THIS SUBTOUTINE      
 
      E_22 = 9.41E9 
      Poisson_12 = 0.28 
      G_12 = 5.83E9 
      Poisson_21 = (E_22/E_11) * Poisson_12 
 
 
C     CONSTANTS FOR DAMAGE MECHANICS IMPLEMENTATION (Mccarthy et al.) 
       
      Y_120 = 324.0 
      Y_12c = 3500.0 
      Y_20 = 200.0 
      Y_2c = 1700.0 
      Y_S = 686.0 
      Y_R = 2105.0 
      d_max = 0.95 
      b = 1.614 
 
CC Fibre Damage Constants (ESI model) 
      epsilon_ft_i = 0.056   
      epsilon_ft_u = 0.067   
      d_ft_u = 0.99  
 
 
CC Damage variables are state variables 
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 d_1 = statev(3) 
 d_2 = statev(4) 
 d_12 = statev(5) 
 
C     EQUATION (10) McCarthy et al.  
 
 Y_12 = (stress(3))**2 / ( TWO * G_12 * (ONE - d_12)**2 ) 
 
C     EQUATION (11) McCarthy et al.  
 
      IF (stress(2) .GT. 0.) THEN 
  Y_2 = (stress(2))**2 / ( TWO * E_22 * (ONE - d_2)**2 ) 
 ELSE 
  Y_2 = 0.0 
 ENDIF 
 
C     EQUATION (13a) McCarthy et al.  
 
C     CALCULATE THE CURRENT VALUE OF Y_UNDERLINE FROM Y_12, B, Y_2      
 
      Y_Underline_Current = sqrt( Y_12 + b * Y_2 ) 
 
C      IF CURRENT VALUE OF Y_UNDERLINE IS THE MAXIMUM IN LOADING-HISTORY, UPDATE 
c      THE VALUE OF THE STATE VARIABLE -1-, ELSE NO UPDATE APPLIED TO THE STATE 
C      VARIABLE -1- 
 
      IF ( Y_Underline_Current .GT. statev(1) ) THEN 
  statev(1) = Y_Underline_Current 
 ENDIF 
 
C     THE END RESULT OF THE ABOVE IF STATEMENT IS THAT STATEV(1) IS ALWAYS THE 
MAXIMUM  
c     IN THE LOADING HISTORY (UP TO THE CURRENT INCREMENT) 
 
      Y_Underline = statev(1) 
 
C     EQUATION (13b) McCarthy et al.  
 
C     CALCULATE THE CURRENT VALUE OF Y2_UNDERLINE FROM Y_2      
 
      Y2_Underline_Current = sqrt( Y_2 ) 
 
C      IF CURRENT VALUE OF Y2_UNDERLINE IS THE MAXIMUM IN LOADING-HISTORY, 
UPDATE 
c      THE VALUE OF THE STATE VARIABLE -2-, ELSE NO UPDATE APPLIED TO THE STATE 
C      VARIABLE -2- 
 
      IF ( Y2_Underline_Current .GT. statev(2) ) THEN 
  statev(2) = Y2_Underline_Current 
 ENDIF 
 
C     THE END RESULT OF THE ABOVE IF STATEMENT IS THAT STATEV(2) IS ALWAYS THE 
MAXIMUM  
c     IN THE LOADING HISTORY (UP TO THE CURRENT INCREMENT) 
 
      Y2_Underline = statev(2) 
 
 
C     EQUATION (14a) McCarthy et al.  
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      IF (Y_Underline .LT. Y_120) THEN 
  d_12 = 0.0 
      ELSE IF (Y_Underline .GT. Y_120 .AND. d_12 .LT. d_max .AND.  
     C Y2_Underline .LT. Y_S .AND. Y_Underline .LT. Y_R) THEN 
  d_12 = (Y_Underline - Y_120) / Y_12c  
      ELSE 
  d_12 = d_max 
      ENDIF 
      
 
C     EQUATION (14b) McCarthy et al.  
 
      IF (Y_Underline .LT. Y_20) THEN 
  d_2 = 0.0 
      ELSE IF (Y_Underline .GT. Y_20 .AND. d_2 .LT. d_max .AND.  
     C Y2_Underline .LT. Y_S .AND. Y_Underline .LT. Y_R) THEN 
  d_2 = (Y_Underline - Y_20) / Y_2c  
      ELSE 
  d_2 = d_max 
      ENDIF 
 
CC Fibre Damage (only in tension at present) 
      IF( stran(1) + dstran(1) .LT. epsilon_ft_i) THEN 
  d_1 = 0 
 ELSE IF ( 
     c stran(1) + dstran(1) .GE. epsilon_ft_i .AND.  
     c stran(1) + dstran(1) .LT. epsilon_ft_u  
     c ) THEN 
  d_1 = d_ft_u * (  ( stran(1) + dstran(1) ) - epsilon_ft_i ) / 
     c (epsilon_ft_u - epsilon_ft_i)  
      ELSE  
c  d_1 = 1 - (1 - d_ft_u) * (stran(1) + dstran(1)) /  
c     c epsilon_ft_u 
  d_1 = 1 - (1 - d_ft_u) * epsilon_ft_u /  
     c (stran(1) + dstran(1)) 
 ENDIF 
C      
C      FOR A NON-DAMAGE ANALYSIS THE FOLLOWING TWO LINES ARE NEEDED 
C      FOR A DAMAGE ANALYSIS DELETE THE FOLLOWING TWO LINES  
c       d_1 = 0.0 
c       d_2 = 0.0 
c       d_12 = 0.0 
 
CC Update damage state variables 
 statev(3) = d_1 
 statev(4) = d_2 
 statev(5) = d_12 
 
CC Stiffness Matrix Calculation 
 
      const_for_Q =  ONE - ( ONE - d_2) * Poisson_12 * Poisson_21  
     c - ( ONE - d_2) * d_1 * Poisson_12 * Poisson_21 
 
 Q(1,1) = E_11 * (ONE - d_1) / const_for_Q 
 
 Q(1,2) = (ONE - d_2) * (ONE - d_1) * Poisson_12*E_22 / const_for_Q 
 
 Q(1,3) = 0 
 
 Q(2,1) = (ONE - d_2) * (ONE - d_1) * Poisson_21*E_11 / const_for_Q 
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      Q(2,2) = (ONE - d_2) * E_22 / const_for_Q 
 
 Q(2,3) = 0 
 Q(3,1) = 0 
 Q(3,2) = 0 
 
      Q(3,3) = (ONE - d_12) * G_12 
 
 
CC Jacobian Calculation 
CC NOTE!!!: Jacobian calc not yet updated to include fibre failure! 
 
CC Calculated Inverse of Jacobian first 
 
CC The following 5 entries in this matrix are the same in all cases 
      compl_rate_11 = ONE / E_11 
      compl_rate_12 = -poisson_12 * ONE / E_11 
      compl_rate_13 = 0.0 
      compl_rate_21 = -poisson_12 * ONE / E_11 
 
 compl_rate_31 = 0.0 
 
CC Now calculate the other entries depending on the current case 
 
 IF (d_12 .EQ. 0) THEN 
 
  IF (d_2 .EQ. 0) THEN 
 
CC Case 1: Linear 
 
   I_Case = 1 
 
   compl_rate_22 = ONE / E_22 
 
   compl_rate_23 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_32 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_33 = ONE / G_12  
    
  ELSEIF (d_2 .LT. d_max) THEN 
 
CC Case 2: d12 zero, d2 in linear region 
 
   I_Case = 2 
 
   A_d_2 = b * ONE /( E_22 * ( ONE - d_2) ) *  
     c  stress(2)/(ONE - d_2) 
 
   B_d_2 = TWO * Y_2c *  
     c  sqrt(  
     c  b * stress(2)**2 / ( TWO * E_22 * (ONE-d_2)**2 ) 
     c  )  
     c  - b * ONE / ( E_22 * (ONE - d_2) ) * stress(2)**2 /  
     c  ( (ONE - d_2)**2 ) 
 
   compl_rate_22 = ONE / E_22 *  
     c  ( 
     c  ONE / (ONE - d_2)  
     c  + stress(2)/((ONE - d_2)**2) 
     c  * A_d_2 / B_d_2 
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     c  ) 
 
   compl_rate_23 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_32 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_33 = ONE / G_12  
 
  ELSE 
 
CC Case 3: d12 zero, d2 maxed out 
 
   I_Case = 3 
 
   compl_rate_22 = ONE / ( E_22 * ( ONE - d_max) ) 
 
   compl_rate_23 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_32 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_33 = ONE / G_12 
 
  ENDIF 
 
 ELSEIF (d_12 .LT. d_max) THEN 
 
  IF (d_2 .EQ. 0) THEN 
 
CC Case 4: d12 in linear region, d2 zero,  
 
   I_Case = 4 
 
   compl_rate_22 = ONE / E_22 
 
   compl_rate_23 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_32 = 0 
 
   A_d_12 = ONE / ( G_12 * (ONE - d_12) ) * stress(3)  
     c  / (ONE - d_12) 
 
   B_d_12 = TWO * Y_12c *  
     c  sqrt( 
     c  stress(3)**2 / ( TWO * G_12 * (ONE - d_12)**2 )  
     c  )  
     c  - ONE / ( G_12 * (ONE - d_12) ) * stress(3)**2  
     c  / ( (ONE - d_12)**2 ) 
 
   compl_rate_33 = ONE / G_12 *  
     c  ( 
     c  ONE / (ONE - d_12)  
     c  + stress(3)/( (ONE - d_12)**2 )   
     c  * A_d_12 / B_d_12 
     c  ) 
 
  ELSEIF (d_2 .LT. d_max) THEN 
 
CC Case 5: Both in linear region (the complex case!) 
 
   I_Case = 5 
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   A_d_2 = ONE / ( G_12 * (ONE - d_12) ) 
 
   B_d_2 = stress(3) / (ONE - d_12) 
 
   C_d_2 = stress(3)**2 / ( (ONE - d_12)**2 ) 
 
   D_d_2 = ONE / (G_12 * (ONE - d_12)) * stress(3) 
     c  /(ONE - d_12) 
 
   E_d_2 = b / ( E_22 * (ONE - d_2) ) 
 
   F_d_2 = stress(2) / (ONE - d_2)  
 
   G_d_2 = stress(2)**2 / ( (ONE - d_2)**2 ) 
 
   H_d_2 = TWO * Y_12c *  
     c  sqrt( 
     c  stress(3)**2 / ( TWO * G_12 * (ONE - d_12)**2 )  +  
     c  b * stress(2)**2 / ( TWO * E_22 * (ONE - d_2)**2 ) 
     c  )  
     c  - ONE / ( G_12 * (ONE - d_12) ) * stress(3)**2  
     c  / ( (ONE - d_12)**2 ) 
 
 
   O_d_2 = b * ONE /( E_22 *(ONE - d_2) ) * stress(2) 
     c  /(ONE - d_2) 
 
   P_d_2 = TWO * Y_2c *  
     c  sqrt( 
     c  stress(3)**2 / ( TWO * G_12 * (ONE - d_12)**2 )  +  
     c  b * stress(2)**2 / ( TWO * E_22 * (ONE - d_2)**2 ) 
     c  )  
     c  - b * ONE / ( E_22 * (ONE - d_2) ) * stress(2)**2 /  
     c  ( (ONE - d_2)**2 ) 
 
   A_d_12 = ONE / ( G_12 * (ONE - d_12) ) * stress(3)  
     c  / (ONE - d_12) 
 
   B_d_12 = b / ( E_22 * (ONE - d_2) ) 
 
   C_d_12 = stress(2) / (ONE - d_2) 
 
   D_d_12 = stress(2)**2 / ( (ONE - d_2)**2 ) 
 
   E_d_12 = ONE / ( G_12 * (ONE - d_12) ) 
 
   F_d_12 = stress(3) / (ONE - d_12)  
 
   G_d_12 = stress(3)**2 / ( (ONE - d_12)**2 ) 
 
   H_d_12 = b * ONE / ( E_22 * (ONE - d_2) ) * stress(2) 
     c  / (ONE - d_2)  
 
   O_d_12 = TWO * Y_2c *  
     c  sqrt( 
     c  stress(3)**2 / ( TWO * G_12 * (ONE - d_12)**2 )  +  
     c  b * stress(2)**2 / ( TWO * E_22 * (ONE - d_2)**2 ) 
     c  )  
     c  - b /( E_22 * (ONE - d_2) ) * stress(2)**2  
     c  / ( (ONE - d_2)**2 ) 
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   P_d_12 = TWO * Y_12c *  
     c  sqrt( 
     c  stress(3)**2 / ( TWO * G_12 * (ONE - d_12)**2 )  +  
     c  b * stress(2)**2 / ( TWO * E_22 * (ONE - d_2)**2 ) 
     c  )  
     c  - ONE / ( G_12 * (ONE - d_12) ) * stress(3)**2  
     c  / ( (ONE - d_12)**2 ) 
 
   compl_rate_22 = ONE / E_22 *  
     c  ( 
     c  ONE / (ONE - d_2)  
     c  - stress(2)/((ONE - d_2)**2) 
     c  * (A_d_2*C_d_2*E_d_2*F_d_2 + H_d_2 * O_d_2) 
     c  / (A_d_2*C_d_2*E_d_2*G_d_2 - H_d_2 * P_d_2) 
     c  ) 
 
   compl_rate_23 = - ONE / E_22 * stress(2)/((ONE - d_2)**2)  
     c  * (A_d_2*C_d_2*D_d_2 + A_d_2*B_d_2*H_d_2 ) 
     c  / (A_d_2 * C_d_2 * E_d_2 * G_d_2 - H_d_2 * P_d_2) 
 
   compl_rate_32 = - ONE / G_12 * stress(3)/((ONE - d_12)**2) 
     c  * (B_d_12*D_d_12*H_d_12 + B_d_12*C_d_12*O_d_12) 
     c  / (B_d_12*D_d_12*E_d_12*G_d_12-O_d_12*P_d_12) 
 
   compl_rate_33 = ONE / G_12 *  
     c  ( 
     c  ONE / (ONE - d_12)  
     c  - stress(3)/( (ONE - d_12)**2 )   
     c  * (B_d_12*D_d_12*E_d_12*F_d_12 + A_d_12*O_d_12) 
     c  / (B_d_12*D_d_12*E_d_12*G_d_12-O_d_12*P_d_12) 
     c  ) 
 
  ELSE 
 
CC Case 6: d12 in linear region, d2 maxed out 
 
   I_Case = 6 
 
   compl_rate_22 = ONE / ( E_22 * ( ONE - d_max) ) 
 
   compl_rate_23 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_32 = 0 
 
   A_d_12 = ONE / ( G_12 * (ONE - d_12) ) * stress(3)  
     c  / (ONE - d_12) 
 
   B_d_12 = TWO * Y_12c *  
     c  sqrt( 
     c  stress(3)**2 / ( TWO * G_12 * (ONE - d_12)**2 )  
     c  )  
     c  - ONE / ( G_12 * (ONE - d_12) ) * stress(3)**2  
     c  / ( (ONE - d_12)**2 ) 
 
   compl_rate_33 = ONE / G_12 *  
     c  ( 
     c  ONE / (ONE - d_12)  
     c  + stress(3)/( (ONE - d_12)**2 )   
     c  * A_d_12 / B_d_12 
     c  ) 
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  IF (d_2 .EQ. 0) THEN 
 
CC Case 7: d12 maxed out, d2 zero,  
 
   I_Case = 7 
 
   compl_rate_22 = ONE / E_22 
 
   compl_rate_23 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_32 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_33 = ONE / ( G_12 * (ONE - d_max) ) 
 
  ELSEIF (d_2 .LT. d_max) THEN 
 
CC Case 8: d12 maxed out, d2 in linear region 
 
   I_Case = 8 
 
   A_d_2 = b * ONE /( E_22 * (ONE - d_2) ) * stress(2) 
     c  /(ONE - d_2) 
 
   B_d_2 = TWO * Y_2c *  
     c  sqrt(  
     c  b * stress(2)**2 / ( TWO * E_22 * (ONE - d_2)**2 ) 
     c  )  
     c  - b * ONE / ( E_22 * (ONE - d_2) ) * stress(2)**2 /  
     c  ( (ONE - d_2)**2 ) 
 
   compl_rate_22 = ONE / E_22 *  
     c  ( 
     c  ONE / (ONE - d_2)  
     c  + stress(2) / ((ONE - d_2)**2) 
     c  * A_d_2 / B_d_2 
     c  ) 
 
   compl_rate_23 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_32 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_33 = ONE / ( G_12 * (ONE - d_max) ) 
 
  ELSE 
CC Case 9: Both maxed out 
 
   I_Case = 9 
 
   compl_rate_22 = ONE / ( E_22 * (ONE - d_max) ) 
 
   compl_rate_23 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_32 = 0 
 
   compl_rate_33 = ONE / ( G_12 * (ONE - d_max) ) 
 
  ENDIF 
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CC Now invert the above matrix to get the Jacobian 
 
CC Get the determinant first: 
 Det_Jac = compl_rate_11*compl_rate_22*compl_rate_33 
     c-compl_rate_12*compl_rate_21*compl_rate_33 
     c-compl_rate_11*compl_rate_23*compl_rate_32 
 
CC Now define all the elements of the Jacobian Matrix 
      stiff_rate_11 = (-compl_rate_23*compl_rate_32 + 
     ccompl_rate_22*compl_rate_33) / Det_Jac 
 
      stiff_rate_12 = -compl_rate_12*compl_rate_33 / Det_Jac 
 
      stiff_rate_13 = compl_rate_12*compl_rate_23 / Det_Jac 
 
      stiff_rate_21 = -compl_rate_21*compl_rate_33 / Det_Jac 
 
      stiff_rate_22 = compl_rate_11*compl_rate_33/ Det_Jac 
 
      stiff_rate_23 = -compl_rate_11*compl_rate_23/ Det_Jac 
 
      stiff_rate_31 = compl_rate_21*compl_rate_32/ Det_Jac 
 
      stiff_rate_32 = -compl_rate_11*compl_rate_32 / Det_Jac 
 
      stiff_rate_33 = (-compl_rate_12*compl_rate_21 + 
     ccompl_rate_11*compl_rate_22) / Det_Jac 
 
CC Update Stresses (with non-incremental equations) 
      stress(1)=Q(1,1)*(stran(1)+dstran(1))+Q(1,2)*(stran(2)+ 
     Cdstran(2))+Q(1,3)*(stran(3)+dstran(3)) 
       
 stress(2)=Q(2,1)*(stran(1)+dstran(1))+Q(2,2)*(stran(2)+ 
     cdstran(2))+Q(2,3)*(stran(3)+dstran(3)) 
       
 stress(3)=Q(3,1)*(stran(1)+dstran(1))+Q(3,2)*(stran(2)+ 
     cdstran(2))+Q(3,3)*(stran(3)+dstran(3)) 
 
CC Update the Jacobian matrix 
      DDSDDE(1,1) = stiff_rate_11 
      DDSDDE(1,2) = stiff_rate_12 
      DDSDDE(1,3) = stiff_rate_13 
 
      DDSDDE(2,1) = stiff_rate_21 
      DDSDDE(2,2) = stiff_rate_22 
      DDSDDE(2,3) = stiff_rate_23 
 
      DDSDDE(3,1) = stiff_rate_31 
      DDSDDE(3,2) = stiff_rate_32 
      DDSDDE(3,3) = stiff_rate_33 
 
RETURN 
      END
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